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The rise of artificial intelligence



AI has become a global phenomenon

The popular explanation of AI is artificial intelligence, 

which is a part of the computer field. It uses 

technology to fit human thoughts and responses to 

create smart devices. At present, the main research 

objects are robots, language recognition, image 

recognition, natural language processing and expert 

systems, etc., such as smart speakers, which is the 

design language recognition

AI trends



Over one million users in 5 days, over 100 

million users in 2 months, the fastest spreading 

speed in history, ChatGPT pulls the trigger

The strength of ChatGPT is not only a human-

computer dialogue in a single scene, but a general-

purpose "conversational AI system" with multiple 

capabilities at the same time

ChatGPT penetrates various industries. From writing 

codes and lists, to composing lyrics and writing 

science fiction, seize many intellectual highlands

The impact and future imagination of ChatGPT's 

initial breakthrough is huge

ChatGPT leads the way



ChatAI, make life full of AI, talk to AI 

in web pages, telegrams, and all chat 

tools, and AI will answer any answer 

you want to know. This is AI, ChatAI

The emergence of ChatAI



Introduction to Chat AI



$AI is our main utility token and will be used to unlock 

advanced features in our upcoming web app (HD/4K 

resolutions, upscaling, audio remixes, exclusive models) and 

to answer users' questions directly.

$AI plays a key role in our growing ecosystem. Unlike our 

non-crypto native competitors, this token allows global users 

to easily access paid features. The token will gain additional 

utility as we build out our ecosystem and launch new 

verticals in consumer AI

A I T O K E N



Buy Tax：0%

Sell Tax：1%

Token Economics

Total Supply100000000
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There are many different styles to 

choose from, such as anime, realism, 

and even Onlyfans

The power of creation is at your 

fingertips, you can even create the 

perfect avatar with commands

Introducing Chat AI ROBOT which is 

able to create any image according to 

your needs

After choosing a style, just type the 

/Imagine command and describe the style 

you want. Don't be afraid to write down 

what you really want, because we allow 

our robot to create whatever funny, silly or 

even beautiful imagination it has, time 

and time again

Chat AI ROBOT



Features of Chat AI



The contract 
has been lost

100% code open source

Safe and transparent funds

Fully decentralized

LP black hole destruction

CorePig's GuaranteeChat AI core concept
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The world's first knowledge-enhanced 100-billion large-scale model, based on the 

AI large-scale model, accelerates the upgrading of industrial intelligence

Full scene coverage Low threshold use Floor available

Advantages of Chat AI



Chat AI is committed to rewriting the 

rules and building a new type of digital 

asset platform, starting and ending 

with community ownership, 

participation and growth

Chat AI will create a transparent, 

intuitive and sensible governance 

framework, ensuring that no one 

individual or group can control

Chat AI will forever change the industry in a positive way - provide developers with 

a better business model, and benefit everyone's real asset tokenization economy

Development concept



Development plan



Road Map



https://t.me/ChatAILabs https://twitter.com/ChatAILabs

Join ChatAI



Charlie Munger is 99 years old this year. As 

one of the greatest investors in the world, he is 

very open to new things: "AI will bring us new 

opportunities, but this is a long and difficult 

process. There is no shortcut or road to ultimate 

success. "

Future Outlook of ChatAI
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